
CHOREOGRAPHY NOTES - VOLUME 33 
 

  

     A NOTE FROM THE HOME OFFICE 

Music is one of the most important, exciting, and fun parts of the Zumba 
experience. Zumba Fitness respects all cultures, languages, religions and 
worldviews and does its best to accommodate ZIN Members with resources we can 
use proudly. Although there are some cultural variations and interpretations that 
may vary, all ZIN song lyrics are carefully assessed, which includes the literal and 
cultural meaning of each song. Everyone interprets these meanings differently 
depending on their own experiences and perspective, which is why the Home Office 
doesn't attempt to provide a single conclusive interpretation in English. If you 
teach at a religious or family-oriented facility, please use extra care with song 
selection and be aware of any sensitivities. All of our songs are intended for 
mainstream audiences; for songs that may be considered ‘spicy’ you will see a chili 
pepper. If you are still unsure, simply ask your fellow ZIN Members on the Forum. 
You might even get some on-the-spot song translations! 



ZIN 33 TRACK 1 UN MESUN MESUN MESUN MES    

Reggaeton by Mara. 
This contagious reggae ton is about having fun and wishing the night to last an entire 
month!  
quiero bailar hasta amencer = I want to dance until sunrise 
quiero dejar que la cosa siga = I want the party to continue 
queiro olvidarme del que se fue = I want to forget the people who left 
y y y y quiero que esta noche me dure un mesquiero que esta noche me dure un mesquiero que esta noche me dure un mesquiero que esta noche me dure un mes!!!!    = and I want this night to last one month= and I want this night to last one month= and I want this night to last one month= and I want this night to last one month!!!!    
 
““““PadeburePadeburePadeburePadebure”””” – Is a Ballet term used when performing a “3 step crossing the leg back” or even 
turning called Padebure turn. 
“Attitude”“Attitude”“Attitude”“Attitude” – Is a ballet term used when lifting the leg with bended knee, and it can be done to 

the front, side or back. 

1111    
 

INTRO 
 

Right Right Right Right knee lift, pushing both arms forward, 2 times 
Left Left Left Left knee lift, pushing both arms forward, 2 times 
(Repeat 4 times) 

2222    VERSE 

Tap forward and back with the right right right right foot, place right right right right  hand 
on your forehead 

- “Padebure” (3 steps R,L,RR,L,RR,L,RR,L,R) rightrightrightright leg cross back, 
step out with the left left left left leg, step in with the right right right right leg  

Tap forward and back with the left left left left foot, place left left left left  hand on 
your forehead 

- “Padebure” (3 steps L,R,LL,R,LL,R,LL,R,L) leftleftleftleft leg cross back, 

step out with the right right right right leg, step in with the left left left left leg 
(Repeat 4 times) 

3333    CHORUS 

Tap forward with the right right right right leg, pushing the hips up and 
both arms up and out to the sides 
(Repeat 4 times) 
Add 2 body rolls, circling arms above the head 
Right Right Right Right hill dig, lifting elbows up to the sides, 2 times 
Step out with the right right right right leg and turn to your right right right right corner 
 
Tap forward with the left left left left leg, pushing the hips up and both 
arms up and out to the sides  
(Repeat 4 times) 
Add 2 body rolls, circling arms above the head 
LeftLeftLeftLeft    hill dig, lifting elbows up to the sides, 2 times 
Step out with the left left left left leg and turn to your left left left left corner 

4444    VERSE 

Flip elbows up and wrists down S,S,DS,S,DS,S,DS,S,D, starting with the 
right right right right arm 
Flip elbows up and wrists down S,S,DS,S,DS,S,DS,S,D, starting with the 
left left left left arm 
Flip elbows up and wrists down S,S,DS,S,DS,S,DS,S,D, starting with the 
right right right right arm 
Cross hands forward as knees are clapping, for 8 counts 
(Repeat) 

...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page    
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5555    VERSE 

Tap forward and back with the right right right right foot, place right right right right  hand 
on your forehead 

- “Padebure” (3 steps R,L,RR,L,RR,L,RR,L,R) rightrightrightright leg cross back, 
step out with the left left left left leg, step in with the right right right right leg  

Tap forward and back with the left left left left foot, place left left left left  hand on 
your forehead 

- “Padebure” (3 steps L,R,LL,R,LL,R,LL,R,L) leftleftleftleft leg cross back, 
step out with the right right right right leg, step in with the left left left left leg 

(Repeat 4 times) 

6666    CHORUS 

Tap forward with the right right right right leg, pushing the hips up and 
both arms up and out to the sides 
(Repeat 4 times) 
Add 2 body rolls, circling arms above the head 
Right Right Right Right hill dig, lifting elbows up to the sides, 2 times 
Step out with the right right right right leg and turn to your rrrright ight ight ight corner 
 
Tap forward with the left left left left leg, pushing the hips up and both 
arms up and out to the sides  
(Repeat 4 times) 
Add 2 body rolls, circling arms above the head 
LeftLeftLeftLeft    hill dig, lifting elbows up to the sides, 2 times 
Step out with the left left left left leg and turn to your left left left left corner 

    
7777    

    
MUSIC TRANSITION 

 
Swing knees in an out for 4 counts 

8888    CUMBIA 

Right Right Right Right leg cross forward and travel to the left left left left side for 4 
counts 

- Step out with the lllleft eft eft eft leg    crossing left left left left arm 
forward 

- Step out with the rrrright ight ight ight leg    crossing right right right right arm 
forward 

- Step out with the lllleft eft eft eft leg, rolling both arms    up up up up and 

“Attitude” with the left left left left leg (Lift the left left left left leg up) 
Left Left Left Left leg cross forward and travel to the right right right right side for 4 
counts 

- Step out with the right right right right leg    crossing right right right right arm 
forward 

- Step out with the Left Left Left Left leg    crossing left left left left arm 
forward 

- Step out with the right right right right leg, rolling both arms    up 
and “Attitude” with the right right right right leg (Lift the right right right right leg 
up) 

 
(Repeat) 

...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page    
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9999    VERSE 

Kick forward and back with the right right right right leg, place right right right right  hand 
on your forehead 

- “Padebure” (3 steps R,L,RR,L,RR,L,RR,L,R)  
Kick forward and back with the left left left left leg, place left left left left  hand on 
your forehead 

- “Padebure” (3 steps L,R,LL,R,LL,R,LL,R,L)  
Kick forward and back with the right right right right leg, place right right right right  hand 
on your forehead 

- “Padebure” (3 steps R,L,RR,L,RR,L,RR,L,R)  
Add 4 double chest pumps to the right right right right side 
(Repeat other side, start kicking with the left left left left leg) 

10101010    CHORUS 

Tap forward with the right right right right leg, pushing the hips up and 
both arms up and out to the sides 
(Repeat 4 times) 
Add 2 body rolls, circling arms above the head 
Right Right Right Right hill dig, lifting elbows up to the sides, 2 times 
Step out with the right right right right leg and turn to your right right right right corner 
 
Tap forward with the left left left left leg, pushing the hips up and both 
arms up and out to the sides  
(Repeat 4 times) 
Add 2 body rolls, circling arms above the head 
LefLefLefLeft t t t hill dig, lifting elbows up to the sides, 2 times 
Step out with the left left left left leg and turn to your left left left left corner 

11111111    
 

INTRO 
 

Right Right Right Right knee lift, pushing both arms forward, 2 times 
Left Left Left Left knee lift, pushing both arms forward, 2 times 
(Repeat 4 times) 

12121212    CUMBIA 

Right Right Right Right leg cross forward and travel to the left left left left side for 4 
counts 

- Step out with the left left left left leg    crossing left left left left arm 
forward 

- Step out with the right right right right leg    crossing right right right right arm 
forward 

- Step out with the left left left left leg, rolling both arms    up up up up and 
“Attitude” with the left left left left leg (Lift the left left left left leg up) 

Left Left Left Left leg cross forward and travel to the right right right right side for 4 
counts 

- Step out with the right right right right leg    crossing right right right right arm 
forward 

- Step out with the Left Left Left Left leg    crossing left left left left arm 
forward 

- Step out with the right right right right leg, rolling both arms    up 
and “Attitude” with the right right right right leg (Lift the right right right right leg 
up) 

(Repeat) 

...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page    
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13131313    CHORUS 

Tap forward with the right right right right leg, pushing the hips up and 
both arms up and out to the sides 
(Repeat 4 times) 
Add 2 body rolls, circling arms above the head 
Right Right Right Right hill dig, lifting elbows up to the sides, 2 times 
Step out with the right right right right leg and turn to your right right right right corner 
 
Tap forward with the left left left left leg, pushing the hips up and both 
arms up and out to the sides  
(Repeat 4 times) 
Add 2 body rolls, circling arms above the head 
Left Left Left Left hill dig, lifting elbows up to the sides, 2 times 
Step out with the left left left left leg and turn to your left left left left corner 

14141414    
 

INTRO 
 

Right Right Right Right knee lift, pushing both arms forward, 2 times 
Left Left Left Left knee lift, pushing both arms forward, 2 times 
(Repeat 4 times) 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

 



ZIN 33 TRACK 2 AÑA PA MI TAMBORAÑA PA MI TAMBORAÑA PA MI TAMBORAÑA PA MI TAMBOR    

AÑA PA MI TAMBOR – Salsa by ”La Excelencia” 
 
This is a fast paced salsa that makes reference to the drums of the song . 
 
“oye sabroso el tambor ya llego” = listen good, the drum has arrived 
“tambor que suena sabroso” = the drumb sounds great 

1111    INTRO 

“Afro Step” – Add body contractions (slow motion) 
Step forward  with the right right right right leg, lifting the right right right right arm up 
Step forward  with the left left left left leg, lifting the left left left left arm up 
(Repeat 4 times) 

2222    VERSE 

“Afro Step” – Add body contractions (fast pace) 
Step forward  with the right right right right leg, lifting the right right right right arm up 
Step forward  with the left left left left leg, lifting the left left left left arm up 
(Repeat 4 times) 
Turn to your left left left left and    take it around the world for 8 counts 
Turn to your right right right right and    take it around the world for 8 
counts  

3333    
SALSA 

  

Salsa side-to-side, right right right right and left left left left     
Tap forward, back, forward with the    rightrightrightright leg and hop into 
the center  
Salsa side-to-side, left left left left and rightrightrightright    
Tap forward, back, forward with the    leftleftleftleft leg and hop into 
the center  
(Repeat 4 times) 
Salsa side-to-side, right right right right and left left left left     
Tap forward, back, forward with the    rightrightrightright leg and hop into 
the center  

- Jump out with legs opened 

4444    MUSICAL CUE Play the drums for 4 counts 

5555    
SALSA / SLIDE 

 

Salsa front and back starting with the right right right right leg 
Salsa front with the right right right right leg, cross forward with the right right right right 
leg, and slide to the left left left left side 
Salsa front and back starting with the left left left left leg 
Salsa front with the left left left left leg, cross forward with the left left left left 
leg, and slide to the right right right right side 
(Repeat 4 times) 

6666    MUSICAL CUE Play the drums for 4 counts 

7777    
SALSA / WALK 

 

Salsa side-to-side, right right right right and left left left left     
Walk 3 steps to your left, , , , starting with the right right right right leg, and 
hop with both feet together 
Salsa side-to-side, left left left left and rightrightrightright    
Walk 3 steps to your right, , , , starting with the left left left left leg, and 
hop with both feet together 
(Repeat 3 times) 

...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page    
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8888    MUSICAL CUE Play the drums for 4 counts 

9999    
SALSA / SLIDE 

 

Salsa front and back starting with the right right right right leg 
Salsa front with the right right right right leg, cross forward with the right right right right 
leg, and slide to the left left left left side 
Salsa front and back starting with the left left left left leg 
Salsa front with the left left left left leg, cross forward with the left left left left 
leg, and slide to the right right right right side 
(Repeat 4 times) 

10101010    
SALSA / WALK 

(Modified) 

Salsa side-to-side, right right right right and left left left left     
Walk 3 steps to your left, , , , starting with the right right right right leg, and 
hop with both feet together 
Salsa front and back with the left left left left leg, 2 times 
Salsa side-to-side, left left left left and rightrightrightright    
Walk 3 steps to your right, , , , starting with the left left left left leg, and 
hop with both feet together 
Salsa front and back with the right right right right leg, 2 times 
Salsa side-to-side, right right right right and leftleftleftleft 

11111111    MUSICAL CUE Play the drums for 4 counts 

12121212    
SALSA / WALK 

(Modified) 

Salsa front and back with the right right right right leg, 2 times 
Salsa side-to-side, right right right right and left left left left     
Walk 3 steps to your left, left, left, left, starting with the right right right right leg, and 
hop with both feet together 
Salsa front and back with the left left left left leg, 2 times 
Salsa side-to-side, left left left left and rightrightrightright    
Walk 3 steps to your right, right, right, right, starting with the left left left left leg, and 
hop with both feet together 

13131313    
SALSA / TRAVEL 

 

Salsa side-to-side, right right right right and left left left left     
Travel to the left, left, left, left, crossing the right right right right leg forward, back, 
forward and hop with both feet together 
Salsa side-to-side, left left left left and rightrightrightright  
Travel to the right,right,right,right, crossing the left left left left leg forward, back, 
forward and hop with both feet together 
(Repeat) 

14141414    

SALSA / TURN 
 

SALSA / TRAVEL 
 

Salsa front and back starting with the right right right right leg 
Salsa front with the right right right right leg 

- Turn to the back    
- Step forward with the right right right right leg        
- Step forward with the    left left left left leg    
- Turn to the front, place feet together 

Salsa side-to-side, right right right right and left left left left     
Travel to the left, left, left, left, crossing the right right right right leg forward, back, 
forward and hop with both feet together 

...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page    
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14141414    

SALSA / TURN 
  

SALSA / TRAVEL 
 

“Salsa front and back starting with the left left left left leg 
Salsa front with the left left left left leg 

- Turn to the back    
- Step forward with the left left left left leg        
- Step forward with the    right right right right leg 
- Turn to the front, place feet together 

Salsa side-to-side, left left left left and rightrightrightright    
Travel to the right, right, right, right, crossing the left left left left leg forward, back, 
forward and hop with both feet together 
 
Salsa front and back starting with the right right right right leg 
Salsa front with the right right right right leg 

- Turn to the back    
- Step forward with the right right right right leg        
- Step forward with the    left left left left leg    
- Turn to the front, place feet together 

Salsa side-to-side, right right right right and left left left left     
Travel to the left, left, left, left, crossing the right right right right leg forward, back, 
forward and hop with both feet together 

15151515    

SALSA / TURN 
  

SALSA / TRAVEL 
 

Salsa front and back starting with the right right right right leg 
Salsa front with the right right right right leg 

- Turn to the back    
- Step forward with the right right right right leg        
- Step forward with the    left left left left leg    
- Turn to the front, place feet together 

Salsa side-to-side, right right right right and left left left left     
Travel to the left, left, left, left, crossing the right right right right leg forward, back, 
forward and hop with both feet together  
 
Salsa front and back starting with the left left left left leg 
Salsa front with the left left left left leg 

- Turn to the back    
- Step forward with the left left left left leg        
- Step forward with the    right right right right leg 
- Turn to the front, place feet together 

16161616    VERSE 

“Afro Step” – Add body contractions (fast pace) 
Step forward  with the right right right right leg, lifting the right right right right arm up 
Step forward  with the left left left left leg, lifting the left left left left arm up 
(Repeat) 

 

 

 

 



ZIN 33 TRACK 3 YERBATEROYERBATEROYERBATEROYERBATERO    

Yerbatero is a Cumbia/ Rock 
 

This cumbia rock talks about someone who has the remedy for anyone who is “lovesick”. This 
person is called “El Yerbatero” and he will make you feel good (In Spanish: Bien).  

 
“no soy doctor, soy yerbatero” = I am not a doctor I am the Yerbatero 
“soy el que quita los dolores” I am the one who gets rid of pain 

     “…y lo pone bieeeen” =  “and I make you feel gooooood 

1 
INTRO/ 
GUITAR 

Play the Guitar in place for 2 counts of 8 
“Playing the Guitar” - Cumbia “sleepy leg”, moving to the 
right right right right side for 4 counts 
Cumbia “half/steps” back to center, with the left left left left leg for 4 
counts 
“Playing the Guitar” - Cumbia “sleepy leg”, moving to the 
left left left left side for 4 counts 
Cumbia “half/steps” back to center, with the right right right right leg for 
4 counts 

2 VERSE Basic samba step for 4 counts of 8 

3 CHORUS 

Turn to your leftleftleftleft “forward step” with the right right right right leg  
- Add 2 chest pump, and circle arms around  the 

head, while circling the right right right right  leg back to center 
Turn to your right right right right “forward step” with the left left left left leg  

- Add 2 chest pump, and circle arms around  the 
head, while circling the left left left left  leg back to center 

(Repeat 3 times) 
Turn to your leftleftleftleft “forward step” with the right right right right leg  

- Add 2 chest pump, and circle arms around  the 
head, while circling the right right right right  leg back to center 

4 SAMBA 

Basic samba step L,RL,RL,RL,R for 2 counts        
Jump out, Jump in 
Basic samba step R,L R,L R,L R,L for 2 counts     
Jump out, Jump in 
Basic samba step for 4 counts 
(Repeat) 
Basic samba step 8 counts    
Basic samba step around the world, for 8 counts  

5 GUITAR 

“Playing the Guitar” - Cumbia “sleepy leg”, moving to the 
right right right right side for 8 counts 
Cumbia “half/step” back to center, with the left left left left leg for 8 
counts 
“Playing the Guitar” - Cumbia “sleepy leg”, moving to the 
left left left left side for 8 counts 
Cumbia “half/step” back to center, with the right right right right leg for 8 
counts 

...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page    
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6 VERSE Basic samba step for 4 counts of 8 

7 CHORUS 

Turn to your leftleftleftleft “forward step” with the right right right right leg  
- Add 2 chest pump, and circle arms around  the 

head, while circling the right right right right  leg back to center 
Turn to your right right right right “forward step” with the left left left left leg  

- Add 2 chest pump, and circle arms around  the 
head, while circling the left left left left  leg back to center 

(Repeat 3 times) 
Turn to your leftleftleftleft “forward step” with the right right right right leg  

- Add 2 chest pump, and circle arms around  the 
head, while circling the right right right right  leg back to center 

8 SAMBA 

Basic samba step L,RL,RL,RL,R for 2 counts        
Jump out, Jump in 
Basic samba step R,L R,L R,L R,L for 2 counts     
Jump out, Jump in 
Basic samba step for 4 counts 
(Repeat) 
Basic samba step around the world, for 2 counts of 8 
 
(Repeat)  

9 GUITAR 

“Playing the Guitar” - Cumbia “sleepy leg”, moving to the 
right right right right side for 8 counts 
Cumbia “half/step” back to center, with the left left left left leg for 8 
counts 
“Playing the Guitar” - Cumbia “sleepy leg”, moving to the 
left left left left side for 8 counts 
Cumbia “half/step” back to center, with the right right right right leg for 8 
counts 

10 VERSE Basic samba step for 2 counts of 8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ZIN 33 TRACK 4 YASSOU ELLADAYASSOU ELLADAYASSOU ELLADAYASSOU ELLADA    

Yassou Ellada by Dj Andy Hughes and Aspacia, Featuring Lou Fatimus, is a Greek/ Bellydance/ 
Batucada 
 
A fascinating combination of greek, belly dance and batucada rhythms. All in one song! 
“Cambre”: In balletballetballetballet, a bend from the waist to the back, looking to the ceiling. 

1111    
INTRO 

BATUCADA 

4 Steps forward, starting  with the    rrrright ight ight ight leg 
4 Steps back, starting with the right right right right leg 
(Repeat 4 times) 
4 Steps forward, starting  with the    right right right right leg 
4 Side Lunges moving back, starting with the right right right right leg 
(Repeat) 

2222    MUSIC TRANSITION 
Funky arms 
Knee clap step for 2 counts of 8 

3333    
GREEK 

 

“GREEK STEP” - (L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L) 
Cross forward with the leftleftleftleft    leg 
Rock back with the right right right right leg 
among 
Cross forward with the right right right right leg 
Rock back with the left left left left leg 
Cross forward with the left left left left leg 
Rock back with the right right right right leg 
 

- Greek GrapevineGreek GrapevineGreek GrapevineGreek Grapevine    
Step out with the left left left left leg, cross forward with the right right right right leg 
    
“GREEK STEP” - (R,L,R) (R,L,R) (R,L,R) (R,L,R)     
Cross forward with the right right right right leg 
Rock back with the left left left left leg 
Cross forward with the left left left left leg 
Rock back with the right right right right leg 
Cross forward with the right right right right leg 
Rock back with the left left left left leg 
 

- Greek Greek Greek Greek GrapevineGrapevineGrapevineGrapevine    
Step out with the right right right right leg, cross forward with the leftleftleftleft leg 
(Repeat 6 times) 

4444    MUSICAL CUE 

Turn to your rightrightrightright    
Circle both arms next to your body, rounding the back to a 
“Cambre” position ( look up to the ceiling), for 4 counts 
Turn to your leftleftleftleft    
Circle both arms next to your body, rounding the back to a 
“Cambre” position ( look up to the ceiling), for 4 counts 
(Repeat right right right right side)    

...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page    
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5555    
BELLY DANCE 

Slow 

- Slow PaceSlow PaceSlow PaceSlow Pace    
Belly dancing arms up 
Lift right right right right  hip up and down for 2 counts 
Twist left left left left knee and left left left left arm down and up for 2 counts 
Bring both legs together keeping arms up, twist hands 
side-to-side for 4 counts 
 
Belly dancing arms up 
Lift left left left left  hip up and down for 2 counts 
Twist right right right right  knee and right right right right arm down and up for 2 counts 
Bring both legs together keeping arms up, twist hands 
side-to-side for 4 counts 
(Repeat) 

6666    
BELLY DANCE 

Fast 

- Fast PaceFast PaceFast PaceFast Pace    
Belly dancing arms up 
Lift right right right right  hip up and down for 2 counts 
Twist left left left left knee and left left left left arm down and up for 2 counts 
Bring both legs together keeping arms up, twist hands 
side-to-side for 4 counts 
 
Belly dancing arms up 
Lift left left left left  hip up and down for 2 counts 
Twist right right right right  knee and right right right right arm down and up for 2 counts 
Bring both legs together keeping arms up, twist hands 
side-to-side for 4 counts 
 
Belly dancing arms up 
Lift right right right right  hip up and down for 4 counts 
Twist legs side-to-side for 4 counts 

7777    BATUCADA 

- Around the world to the left left left left for 4 counts of 8 
4 Steps forward, starting  with the    right right right right leg 
4 Side Lunges moving back, starting with the right right right right leg 

- Around the world to the right right right right for 4 counts of 8 
4 Steps forward, starting  with the    right right right right leg 
4 Side Lunges moving back, starting with the right right right right leg 

8888    
GREEK 

 

“GREEK STEP” - (L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L)    
- Greek GrapevineGreek GrapevineGreek GrapevineGreek Grapevine    

Step out with the left left left left leg, cross forward/back with the 
right right right right leg 
    
“GREEK STEP” - (R,L,R)(R,L,R)(R,L,R)(R,L,R)    

- Greek GrapevineGreek GrapevineGreek GrapevineGreek Grapevine    
Step out with the right right right right leg, cross forward/back with the 
leftleftleftleft leg 
 
(Repeat3 times) 

...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page    
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9999    
GREEK 

 

“GREEK STEP” - (L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L)    
- Greek Greek Greek Greek GrapevineGrapevineGrapevineGrapevine    ----    TurnTurnTurnTurn    

Step out with the left left left left leg, and turn crossing forward with 
the right right right right leg 
    
“GREEK STEP” - (R,L,R)(R,L,R)(R,L,R)(R,L,R)    

- Greek GrapevineGreek GrapevineGreek GrapevineGreek Grapevine    ----    TurnTurnTurnTurn    
Step out with the right right right right leg, and turn crossing forward with 
the leftleftleftleft leg 
 
(Repeat) 

10101010    
BELLY DANCE 

Fast 

- Fast PaceFast PaceFast PaceFast Pace    
Belly dancing arms up 
Lift right right right right  hip up and down for 2 counts 
Twist left left left left knee and left left left left arm down and up for 2 counts 
Bring both legs together keeping arms up, twist hands 
side-to-side for 4 counts 
 
Belly dancing arms up 
Lift left left left left  hip up and down for 2 counts 
Twist right right right right  knee and right right right right arm down and up for 2 counts 
Bring both legs together keeping arms up, twist hands 
side-to-side for 4 counts 
 
(Repeat) 
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La Gota Fria – Cumbia from Colombia 
 

This song is called “The Cold Drop”. A very popular cumbia song by a recognized Colombian singer: 
Carlos Vives. 

 
“La gota fria” = The cold Drop 
 

1111    INTRO 

Lift both arms up 
4 Taps to the rightrightrightright    
4 Taps to the    leftleftleftleft    
(Repeat) 

2222    VERSE 

Salsa “Side-to-side” R,LR,LR,LR,L (Right Right Right Right and    Left)Left)Left)Left) 
Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the right right right right for 4 counts    
Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the left left left left for 4 counts    

- Add arm combination to the sleepy leg 
ChestChestChestChest - Bend arms and lift elbows at chest level 
Elbow Elbow Elbow Elbow - Drop elbows down 
Up Up Up Up - Lift both arms up 
Down Down Down Down ---- Open arms to the side at shoulder level  

- Keep arms up and turn to your right right right right around the 
world on the sleepy leg for 4 counts 

 
Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the right right right right for 4 counts    

- Add arm combination to the sleepy leg 
- Keep arms up and turn to your left left left left around the 

world on the sleepy leg for 4 counts 

3333    SALSA 
Salsa “Side-to-side” L,L,L,L, RRRR (Left Left Left Left and    Right)Right)Right)Right)    
(Repeat 3 time) 

4444    VERSE 

Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the left left left left for 4 counts    
Salsa “Side-to-side” R,LR,LR,LR,L (Right Right Right Right and    Left)Left)Left)Left) 
Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the right right right right for 4 counts    
 
Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the left left left left for 4 counts    

- Add arm combination to the sleepy leg 
- Keep arms up and turn to your right right right right around the 

world on the sleepy leg for 4 counts 
 

Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the right right right right for 4 counts    
- Add arm combination to the sleepy leg 
- Keep arms up and turn to your left left left left around the 

world on the sleepy leg for 4 counts 

 
...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page    
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5555    CHORUS 

4 Steps forward with the    right right right right leg, lifting arms up 
Cha-cha-cha / Salsa “2 step” to the back with the left left left left leg 
Cha-cha-cha / Salsa “2 step” to the back with the right right right right 
leg 
4 Steps forward with the    left left left left leg, lifting arms up 
Cha-cha-cha / Salsa “2 step” to the back with the right right right right 
leg 
Cha-cha-cha / Salsa “2 step” to the back with the left left left left leg 
(Repeat) 

6666    SALSA / CUMBIA 

Salsa “Side-to-side” R,LR,LR,LR,L (Right Right Right Right and    Left)Left)Left)Left)    
(Repeat 4 times) 
Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the right right right right for 8 counts    
Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the left left left left for 8 counts 

7777    VERSE 

Salsa “Side-to-side” R,LR,LR,LR,L (Right Right Right Right and    Left)Left)Left)Left) 
Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the right right right right for 4 counts 
Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the left left left left for 4 counts    

- Add arm combination to the sleepy leg 

- Keep arms up and turn to your right right right right around the 
world on the sleepy leg for 4 counts 

Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the right right right right for 4 counts    
- Add arm combination to the sleepy leg 
- Keep arms up and turn to your left left left left around the 

world on the sleepy leg for 4 counts 

8888    SALSA / CUMBIA 

Salsa “Side-to-side” L,L,L,L, RRRR (Left Left Left Left and    Right)Right)Right)Right)    
(Repeat 3 times) 
Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the left left left left for 4 counts 
Salsa “Side-to-side” R,LR,LR,LR,L (Right Right Right Right and    Left)Left)Left)Left) 
Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the right right right right for 4 counts 

9999    VERSE 

Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the left left left left for 4 counts    
- Add arm combination to the sleepy leg 
- Keep arms up and turn to your right right right right around the 

world on the sleepy leg for 4 counts 
Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the right right right right for 4 counts    

- Add arm combination to the sleepy leg 
Keep arms up and turn to your left left left left around the world on 
the sleepy leg for 4 counts 

10101010    CHORUS 

4 Steps forward with the    right right right right leg, lifting arms up 
Cha-cha-cha/Salsa “2 step” to the back with the left left left left leg 
Cha-cha-cha/Salsa “2 step” to the back with the right right right right leg 
 
4 Steps forward with the    left left left left leg, lifting arms up 
Cha-cha-cha/Salsa “2 step” to the back with the right right right right leg 
Cha-cha-cha/Salsa “2 step” to the back with the left left left left leg 
(Repeat) 

...continues on next ...continues on next ...continues on next ...continues on next pagepagepagepage    
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11111111    VERSE 

Salsa “Side-to-side” R,LR,LR,LR,L (Right Right Right Right and    Left)Left)Left)Left) 
Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the right right right right for 4 counts 
 
Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the left left left left for 4 counts    

- Add arm combination to the sleepy leg 
- Keep arms up and turn to your right right right right around the 

world on the sleepy leg for 4 counts 
 

Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the right right right right for 4 counts    
- Add arm combination to the sleepy leg 
- Keep arms up and turn to your left left left left around the 

world on the sleepy leg for 4 counts 
(Repeat) 

12121212    SALSA / CUMBIA 

Salsa “Side-to-side” R,LR,LR,LR,L (Right Right Right Right and    Left)Left)Left)Left)    
(Repeat 4 times) 
Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the right right right right for 8 counts    
Cumbia “Sleepy leg”, travelling to the left left left left for 8 counts 
Salsa “Side-to-side” R,LR,LR,LR,L (Right Right Right Right and    Left)Left)Left)Left)    
(Repeat 4 times) 
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En Sus Marcas, Listos, Fuera- Reggaeton 

 
This reggaeton is about a dancing competition: women and men competing with each other in the 
dance floor. 
 
“En sus marcas, listos, fuera, go” – Ready, set, go! 
 

 

1111    
 

INTRO 
 

    
Walk around with style for 2 counts of 8 

2222    CHORUS 

Booty shake for 12 counts 
Lunge jump with the rightrightrightright leg forward, placing the left left left left 
hand  on floor for support, and drop head down 
Lift head up and jump back into a squat position 
 
Booty shake for 4 counts 
Lunge jump with the leftleftleftleft leg forward, placing the rightrightrightright 
hand on the floor for support, and drop your head down  
Lift head up and jump back into a squat position 

3333    HIP-HOP  

Kick forward with the right right right right foot, snapping  leftleftleftleft hand down 
Kick forward with the left left left left foot, snapping rightrightrightright hand down 
Kick forward with the right right right right foot, pushing both arms up 3 
times, and say ”What What What”    
Kick forward with the left left left left foot, snapping rightrightrightright hand down 
Kick forward with the right right right right foot, snapping  leftleftleftleft hand down 
Slide to the left left left left side  
(Repeat) 

4444    VERSE 

- Side Lunge Combination (R,L,R)(R,L,R)(R,L,R)(R,L,R) 
Side lunge with the right right right right leg, circling arms around and 
pushing out to the rightrightrightright side 
Side lunge with the left left left left leg, circling arms around and 
pushing out to the leftleftleftleft side 
Side lunge with the right right right right leg, circling arms around and 
pushing out to the rightrightrightright side 
Lift the rightrightrightright    knee and both arms up, bent at the shoulder 
level 
Cross forward with the right right right right leg, stretching both arms 
down 

- Side Lunge Combination (L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L) 
Side lunge with the left left left left leg, circling arms around and 
pushing out to the leftleftleftleft side 

    
...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page    
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4444    VERSE 

Side lunge with the right right right right leg, circling arms around and 
pushing out to the rightrightrightright side 
Side lunge with the left left left left leg, circling arms around and 
pushing out to the leftleftleftleft side 
Lift the left left left left knee and both arms up, bent at the shoulder 
level 
Cross forward with the left left left left leg, stretching both arms down 
 
(Repeat 4 times) 

5555    CHORUS 

Booty shake for 12 counts 
Lunge jump with the rightrightrightright leg forward, placing the left left left left 
hand  on floor for support, and drop head down 
Lift head up and jump back into a squat position 
 
Booty shake for 4 counts 
Lunge jump with the leftleftleftleft leg forward, placing the rightrightrightright 
hand on the floor for support, and drop your head down  
Lift head up and jump back into a squat position 

6666    HIP-HOP  

Kick forward with the left left left left foot, snapping  rightrightrightright hand down 
Kick forward with the right right right right foot, snapping leftleftleftleft hand down 
Kick forward with the left left left left foot, pushing both arms up 3 
times, and say ”What What What”    
Kick forward with the right right right right foot, snapping leftleftleftleft hand down 
Kick forward with the leftleftleftleft    foot, snapping  rightrightrightright hand down 
Slide to the rightrightrightright    side  
(Repeat 4 times) 

    
7777    

    
VERSE 

- Side Lunge Combination (R,L,R)(R,L,R)(R,L,R)(R,L,R) 
Side lunge with the right right right right leg, circling arms around and 
pushing out to the rightrightrightright side 
Side lunge with the left left left left leg, circling arms around and 
pushing out to the leftleftleftleft side 
Side lunge with the right right right right leg, circling arms around and 
pushing out to the rightrightrightright side 
Lift the right right right right knee and both arms up, bent at the shoulder 
level 
Cross forward with the right right right right leg, stretching both arms 
down 

- Side Lunge Combination (L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L) 
Side lunge with the left left left left leg, circling arms around and 
pushing out to the leftleftleftleft side 
Side lunge with the right right right right leg, circling arms around and 
pushing out to the rightrightrightright side 
Side lunge with the left left left left leg, circling arms around and 
pushing out to the leftleftleftleft side 
 

    
...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page    
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7777    VERSE 

Lift the left left left left knee and both arms up, bent at the shoulder 
level 
Cross forward with the left left left left leg, stretching both arms down 
(Repeat 4 times) 

8888    CHORUS 

Booty shake for 12 counts 
Lunge jump with the rightrightrightright leg forward, placing the left left left left 
hand  on floor for support, and drop head down 
Lift head up and jump back into a squat position 
 
Booty shake for 4 counts 
Lunge jump with the leftleftleftleft leg forward, placing the rightrightrightright 
hand on the floor for support, and drop your head down  
Lift head up and jump back into a squat position 

9999    PAUSE  Circle arms around the world for 4 counts 

10101010    REGGAETON 

“Destroza Step” with the right right right right leg for 8 counts 
“Destroza Step” with the left left left left leg for 8 counts 
“Destroza Step” around the world with the right right right right leg for 8 
counts 
“Destroza Step” around the world with the left left left left leg for 8 
counts 

11111111    
    

CHORUS 

Booty shake for 12 counts 
Lunge jump with the rightrightrightright leg forward, placing the left left left left 
hand  on floor for support, and drop head down 
Lift head up and jump back into a squat position 
 
Booty shake for 4 counts 
Lunge jump with the leftleftleftleft leg forward, placing the rightrightrightright 
hand on the floor for support, and drop your head down  
Lift head up and jump back into a squat position 

12121212    HIP-HOP  

Kick forward with the right right right right foot, snapping  leftleftleftleft hand down 
Kick forward with the left left left left foot, snapping rightrightrightright hand down 
Kick forward with the right right right right foot, pushing both arms up 3 
times, and say ”What What What”    
Kick forward with the left left left left foot, snapping rightrightrightright hand down 
Kick forward with the right right right right foot, snapping  leftleftleftleft hand down 
Slide to the left left left left side  
(Repeat 4 times) 

13131313    VERSE 

- Side Lunge Combination (R,L,R)(R,L,R)(R,L,R)(R,L,R) 
Side lunge with the right right right right leg, circling arms around and 
pushing out to the rightrightrightright side 
Side lunge with the left left left left leg, circling arms around and 
pushing out to the leftleftleftleft side 
Side lunge with the right right right right leg, circling arms around and 
pushing out to the rightrightrightright side 

...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page    
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13131313    VERSE 

Lift the right right right right knee and both arms up, bent at the shoulder 
level 
Cross forward with the right right right right leg, stretching both arms 
down 

- Side Lunge Combination (L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L) 
Side lunge with the left left left left leg, circling arms around and 
pushing out to the leftleftleftleft side 
Side lunge with the right right right right leg, circling arms around and 
pushing out to the rightrightrightright side 
(Repeat) 

    
14141414    

REGGAETON 

“Destroza Step” around the world with the right right right right leg for 8 
counts 
“Destroza Step” around the world with the left left left left leg for 8 
counts 

15151515    CHORUS 

Booty shake for 12 counts 
Lunge jump with the rightrightrightright leg forward, placing the left left left left 
hand  on floor for support, and drop head down 
Lift head up and jump back into a squat position 
 
Booty shake for 4 counts 
Lunge jump with the leftleftleftleft leg forward, placing the rightrightrightright 
hand on the floor for support, and drop your head down  
Lift head up and jump back into a squat position 
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“ PAGARAS”-  Cumbia 

 
“Pagaras” = You will pay. 
 
This cumbia is about a man that had his heart broken by a woman and he is telling her that some 
day she will pay for everything she has done. 

 
“Step Ball Change” - is a dance move that consists of two steps: a partial weight transfer on the 
ball of a foot (placed behind), followed by a step on the other foot. This action is usually counted in 
a half counts, &1, or &2. 
 

1111    INTRO 
“Cumbia Front and Back” with the right right right right leg for 8 counts 
“Cumbia Front and Back” with the left left left left leg for 8 counts 

2222    VERSE 

Mambo with the right right right right leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the right right right right  
Mambo with the leftleftleftleft leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the left left left left     
“Cumbia Front and Back” with the right right right right leg around the 
world for 4 counts 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the rightrightrightright    
 
Mambo with the left left left left leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the leftleftleftleft 
Mambo with the rightrightrightright leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the rightrightrightright    
“Cumbia Front and Back” with left left left left leg for 8 counts 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the leftleftleftleft 

3333    CHORUS  

“Cumbia 2 Step” with the right right right right leg  
“Step Ball Change” Step out with the left left left left leg,    than the 
right right right right leg    
Cumbia 2 Step” with the left left left left leg  
“Step Ball Change” Step out with the right right right right leg,    than the 
left left left left leg    
 4 steps forward starting    with    rightrightrightright leg    
Cha-Cha-Chá forward with the right right right right leg      
Slide back with the left left left left leg 
  
“Cumbia 2 Step” with the left left left left leg  
“Step Ball Change” Step out with the right right right right leg,    than the 
left left left left leg    
Cumbia 2 Step” with the right right right right leg  
“Step Ball Change” Step out with the left left left left leg,    than the 
right right right right leg    
4 steps forward starting    with    leftleftleftleft leg    
Cha-Cha-Chá forward with the left left left left leg      
Slide back with the right right right right leg 

...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page    
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4444    CUMBIA 

Mambo with the right right right right leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the right right right right  
Mambo with the leftleftleftleft leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the left left left left     
Mambo with the right right right right leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the right right right right  
“Machete Step” with the left left left left leg, and left left left left arm 
 
Mambo with the left left left left leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the leftleftleftleft 
Mambo with the rightrightrightright leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the rightrightrightright    
Mambo with the left left left left leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the leftleftleftleft 
“Machete Step” with the right right right right leg, and right right right right arm 

5555    CHORUS  

“Cumbia 2 Step” with the right right right right leg  
“Step Ball Change” Step out with the left left left left leg,    than the 
right right right right leg    
Cumbia 2 Step” with the left left left left leg  
“Step Ball Change” Step out with the right right right right leg,    than the 
left left left left leg    
 4 steps forward starting    with    rightrightrightright leg    
Cha-Cha-Chá forward with the right right right right leg      
Slide back with the left left left left leg  
“Cumbia 2 Step” with the left left left left leg  
“Step Ball Change” Step out with the right right right right leg,    than the 
left left left left leg    
Cumbia 2 Step” with the right right right right leg  
“Step Ball Change” Step out with the left left left left leg,    than the 
right right right right leg    
4 steps forward starting    with    leftleftleftleft leg    
Cha-Cha-Chá forward with the left left left left leg      
Slide back with the right right right right leg 

6666    CUMBIA 

Mambo with the right right right right leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the right right right right  
Mambo with the leftleftleftleft leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the left left left left     
Mambo with the right right right right leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the right right right right  
“Machete Step” with the left left left left leg, and left left left left arm 
 
Mambo with the left left left left leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the leftleftleftleft 
Mambo with the rightrightrightright leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the rightrightrightright    
Mambo with the left left left left leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the leftleftleftleft 
“Machete Step” with the right right right right leg, and right right right right arm 

...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page    
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7777    VERSE 

Mambo with the right right right right leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the right right right right  
Mambo with the leftleftleftleft leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the left left left left     
“Cumbia Front and Back” with the right right right right leg around the 
world for 4 counts 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the leftleftleftleft    
 
Mambo with the left left left left leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the leftleftleftleft 
Mambo with the rightrightrightright leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the rightrightrightright    
“Cumbia Front and Back” with left left left left leg for 8 counts 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the right right right right   

8888    CHORUS 

“Cumbia 2 Step” with the right right right right leg  
“Step Ball Change” Step out with the left left left left leg,    than the 
right right right right leg    
Cumbia 2 Step” with the left left left left leg  
“Step Ball Change” Step out with the right right right right leg,    than the 
left left left left leg    
 4 steps forward starting    with    rightrightrightright leg    
Cha-Cha-Chá forward with the right right right right leg      
Slide back with the left left left left leg 
  
“Cumbia 2 Step” with the left left left left leg  
“Step Ball Change” Step out with the right right right right leg,    than the 
left left left left leg    
Cumbia 2 Step” with the right right right right leg  
“Step Ball Change” Step out with the left left left left leg,    than the 
right right right right leg    
4 steps forward starting    with    leftleftleftleft leg    
Cha-Cha-Chá forward with the left left left left leg      
Slide back with the right right right right leg 

9999    CUMBIA 

Mambo with the right right right right leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the right right right right  
Mambo with the leftleftleftleft leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the left left left left     
Mambo with the right right right right leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the right right right right  
“Machete Step” with the left left left left leg, and left left left left arm 
 
Mambo with the left left left left leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the leftleftleftleft 
Mambo with the rightrightrightright leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the rightrightrightright    
Mambo with the left left left left leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá to the leftleftleftleft 
“Machete Step” with the right right right right leg, and right right right right arm 

...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page    
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10101010    CHORUS 

“Cumbia 2 Step” with the right right right right leg  
“Step Ball Change” Step out with the left left left left leg,    than the 
right right right right leg    
Cumbia 2 Step” with the left left left left leg  
“Step Ball Change” Step out with the right right right right leg,    than the 
left left left left leg    
 4 steps forward starting    with    rightrightrightright leg    
Cha-Cha-Chá forward with the right right right right leg      
Slide back with the left left left left leg 
  
“Cumbia 2 Step” with the left left left left leg  
“Step Ball Change” Step out with the right right right right leg,    than the 
left left left left leg    
Cumbia 2 Step” with the right right right right leg  
“Step Ball Change” Step out with the left left left left leg,    than the 
right right right right leg    
4 steps forward starting    with    leftleftleftleft leg    
Cha-Cha-Chá forward with the left left left left leg      
Slide back with the right right right right leg 

11111111    VERSE 
“Cumbia Front and Back” with the right right right right leg for 4 counts 
“Cumbia Front and Back” with the left left left left leg for 4 counts 
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HINDU CUMEN – Indian Fusion / Cha-Cha-Chá 
 
A great song that combines Indian Fusion with Cha-Cha- Chá! 
 

DSS DSS DSS DSS ––––    Double, Single, Single    

1111    INTRO 

    (D,S,S(D,S,S(D,S,S(D,S,S) ) ) ) ––––    Double, Single, Single 
 
“Belly Dance Hip” – (R,L,R) R,L,R) R,L,R) R,L,R)     
Lift right right right right hip up 2 times 
Lift left left left left hip up 1 time 
Lift right right right right hip up 1 time 
 
“Belly Dance Hip” – (L,R,L) L,R,L) L,R,L) L,R,L)     
Lift left left left left hip up 2 times 
Lift right right right right hip up 1 times 
Lift left left left left hip up 1 times 
(Repeat 3 times) 
 
“Belly Dance Hip” – (R,L,R) R,L,R) R,L,R) R,L,R)     
Lift arms through the sides and cross above the head 
“Belly Dance Hip” – (L,R,L) L,R,L) L,R,L) L,R,L)     
Lift arms through the sides and cross above the head  
(Repeat 3 times) 

2222    
HINDU 
(Slow) 

Arm Combination:Arm Combination:Arm Combination:Arm Combination: Hindu Hands (fingers meet) 
 

- Stretch right right right right arm to the side at shoulder level 
- Bend the left left left left  arm, placing hand on the chest 
- Stretch right right right right arm to the right right right right corner “V” 
- Bend the left left left left  arm, placing hand on the chest 
- Stretch left left left left arm to the left left left left corner “V” 
- Bend the right right right right  arm, placing hand on the chest 
- Stretch left left left left arm to the side at shoulder level 

- Bend the right right right right  arm, placing hand on the chest 
 

- Stretch left left left left arm to the left left left left corner “V” 

- Bend the right right right right  arm, placing hand on the chest 
- Stretch left left left left arm to the side at shoulder level 
- Bend the right right right right  arm, placing hand on the chest 
- Stretch right right right right arm to the side at shoulder level 
- Bend the left left left left  arm, placing hand on the chest 
- Stretch right right right right arm to the right right right right corner “V” 
- Bend the left left left left  arm, placing hand on the chest 

(Repeat)    

...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page    
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3333    
BELLY DANCE 

# 1 

Right Right Right Right  hip lift for 2 counts 
Right Right Right Right knee and hip lift for 2 counts 
Step back with the right right right right leg 
“Pivot” Half turn with the rightrightrightright leg 
LeftLeftLeftLeft hip lift for 2 counts 
Left Left Left Left knee and hip lift for 2 counts 
Step back with the leftleftleftleft leg 
“Pivot” Half turn with the leftleftleftleft leg     
(Repeat) 

4444    
HINDU 
(Fast) 

Arm Combination:Arm Combination:Arm Combination:Arm Combination: Hindu Hands (fingers meet) 
- RightRightRightRight 
- LeftLeftLeftLeft 
- RightRightRightRight 
- Turn to your    right right right right around the world    in 4 counts 
- LeftLeftLeftLeft 
- RightRightRightRight 
- LeftLeftLeftLeft 
- Turn to your    left left left left around the world    in 4 counts 

 
(Repeat)    

5555    
BELLY DANCE 

# 2 

Right Right Right Right  hip lift for 2 counts 
Right Right Right Right knee and hip lift for 2 counts 
Step out with the right right right right leg 
Cross forward with the right right right right leg 
“Belly Dance Hips” turning to the right, right, right, right, pushing the    leftleftleftleft 
hip up,    and take it around the world for 8 counts 
    
LeftLeftLeftLeft hip lift for 2 counts 
Left Left Left Left knee and hip lift for 2 counts 
Step out with the leftleftleftleft leg 
Cross forward with the left left left left leg 
“Belly Dance Hips” turning to the left, left, left, left, pushing the    rightrightrightright 
hip up,    and take it around the world for 8 counts 
    
 (Repeat) 

6666    DRUMS 

Tap forward with the right right right right foot, pushing hip up 
Tap back with the right right right right foot, pushing hip up 
Double tap forward with the right right right right foot, pushing hip up 
Double tap to the side with the leftleftleftleft    foot, pushing hip up 
 
Tap forward with the left left left left foot, pushing hip up 
Tap back with the left left left left foot, pushing hip up 
Double tap forward with the left left left left foot, pushing hip up 
Double tap to the side with the right right right right foot, pushing hip up 
 
(Repeat 3 times) 
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7777    
CHA-CHA-CHA 

#1 

“Mambo”  
Tap forward and back with the right right right right leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá with the right right right right leg 
Step out with the left left left left leg 
 
“Mambo”  
Tap forward and back with the left left left left leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá with the left left left left leg  
Step out with the right right right right leg 
 
(Repeat 3 times) 

8888    
CHA-CHA-CHA 

# 2 

“Cha-Cha-Chá” – Turn 
Tap forward and back with the right right right right leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá (Turn in) with the right right right right leg 
Step out with the left left left left leg 
 
“Cha-Cha-Chá” – Turn 
Tap forward and back with the left left left left leg 
Cha-Cha-Chá (Turn in) with the left left left left leg  
Step out with the right right right right leg 
 
(Repeat) 

9999    
HINDU 
(Fast) 

Arm Combination:Arm Combination:Arm Combination:Arm Combination: Hindu Hands (fingers meet) 
- RightRightRightRight 
- LeftLeftLeftLeft 
- RightRightRightRight 
- Turn to your    right right right right around the world    in 4 counts 
- LeftLeftLeftLeft 
- RightRightRightRight 
- LeftLeftLeftLeft 
- Turn to your    left left left left around the world    in 4 counts    

10101010    
BELLY DANCE 

# 1 

Right Right Right Right  hip lift for 2 counts 
Right Right Right Right knee and hip lift for 2 counts 
Step back with the right right right right leg 
“Pivot” Half turn with the rightrightrightright leg 
    
LeftLeftLeftLeft hip lift for 2 counts 
Left Left Left Left knee and hip lift for 2 counts 
Step back with the leftleftleftleft leg 
“Pivot” Half turn with the leftleftleftleft leg     
(Repeat) 

11111111    
HINDU 
(Fast) 

Arm Combination:Arm Combination:Arm Combination:Arm Combination: Hindu Hands (fingers meet) 
- RightRightRightRight 
- LeftLeftLeftLeft 
- RightRightRightRight    
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11111111    
HINDU 
(Fast) 

- Turn to your    right right right right around the world    in 4 counts 
- LeftLeftLeftLeft 

- RightRightRightRight 
- LeftLeftLeftLeft 
- Turn to your    left left left left around the world    in 4 counts 

(Repeat)    

12121212    
BELLY DANCE 

# 2 

Right Right Right Right  hip lift for 2 counts 
Right Right Right Right knee and hip lift for 2 counts 
Step out with the right right right right leg 
Cross forward with the right right right right leg 
“Belly Dance Hips” turning to the right, right, right, right, pushing the    leftleftleftleft 
hip up,    and take it around the world for 8 counts 
    
LeftLeftLeftLeft hip lift for 2 counts 
Left Left Left Left knee and hip lift for 2 counts 
Step out with the leftleftleftleft leg 
Cross forward with the left left left left leg 
“Belly Dance Hips” turning to the left, left, left, left, pushing the    rightrightrightright 
hip up,    and take it around the world for 8 counts 
    
 (Repeat) 

13131313    DRUMS 

Tap forward with the right right right right foot, pushing hip up 
Tap back with the right right right right foot, pushing hip up 
Double tap forward with the right right right right foot, pushing hip up 
Double tap to the side with the left left left left foot, pushing hip up 
 
Tap forward with the left left left left foot, pushing hip up 
Tap back with the left left left left foot, pushing hip up 
Double tap forward with the left left left left foot, pushing hip up 
Double tap to the side with the right right right right foot, pushing hip up 
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STAND BY ME – Bachata 
 
The very famous “Stand by me” in bachata version! 

 
    

1111    INTRO 

    “Basic Bachata Step” – (R(R(R(Rightightightight) ) ) )     
Step with the right right right right leg 
Step with the left left left left leg 
Tap out with the right right right right leg, lifting the hip up  
 
“Basic Bachata Step” –     (Left(Left(Left(Left))))    
Step with the left left left left leg 
Step with the right right right right leg 
Tap out with the left left left left leg, lifting the hip up 
 
(Repeat 4 times) 

2222    VERSE 

“Bachata Grapevine” – (Right)(Right)(Right)(Right) 
Step out with the right right right right leg 
Cross forward with left left left left leg 
Step out with the right right right right leg 
Tap out with the left left left left leg, lifting the hip up  
    
“Bachata Grapevine” –     (L(L(L(Lefteftefteft))))    
Step out with the left left left left leg 
Cross forward with right right right right leg 
Step out with the left left left left leg 
Tap out with the right right right right leg, lifting the hip up  
    
(Repeat 4 times) 

3333    BACHATA 

“Bachata Grapevine” – (Right)Right)Right)Right) 
“Bachata Hips” –     (L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L)    
    
“Bachata Grapevine” –     (Left)(Left)(Left)(Left)    
 “Bachata Hips” – (R,L,R) (R,L,R) (R,L,R) (R,L,R)     
 
(Repeat 3 times) 

4444    CHORUS 

Turn to your leftleftleftleft    
2 Steps forward with the right right right right leg 
Tap back with the left left left left leg 
Step out with the left left left left leg 
Lift the rightrightrightright    knee up 
 

- Padebure (3 steps back, to switch sides)    

...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page...continues on next page    
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5555    CHORUS 

Turn to your rightrightrightright    
2 Steps forward with the    left left left left leg    
Tap back with the    right right right right leg 
Step out with the right right right right leg 
Lift the left left left left knee up 
 
(Repeat) 

6666    BACHATA 

“Bachata Grapevine” – (Right)Right)Right)Right) 
“Bachata Hips” –     (L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L)    
    
“Bachata Grapevine” –     (Left)(Left)(Left)(Left)    
 “Bachata Hips” – (R,L,R) (R,L,R) (R,L,R) (R,L,R)     
 
(Repeat) 

7777    
BACHATA 

(Turn) 

“Bachata Grapevine - TurnTurnTurnTurn” – (Right)Right)Right)Right) 
“Bachata Hips” –     (L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L)    
    
“Bachata Grapevine - TurnTurnTurnTurn” –     (Left)(Left)(Left)(Left)    
 “Bachata Hips” – (R,L,R) (R,L,R) (R,L,R) (R,L,R)     
 
(Repeat) 

8888    
CHORUS 
(Modified) 

Turn to your leftleftleftleft    
2 Steps forward with the right right right right leg 
Rub the right right right right leg with the left left left left foot 
Step out with the left left left left leg 
Lift the right right right right knee up 
 

- Padebure (3 steps back, to switch sides)    
 

Turn to your rightrightrightright    
2 Steps forward with the    left left left left leg    
Rub the left left left left leg with the    right right right right foot 
Step out with the right right right right leg 
Lift the left left left left knee up 
 
(Repeat)    

9999    INTRO 

    “Basic Bachata Step” – (Right) (Right) (Right) (Right)     
Step with the right right right right leg 
Step with the left left left left leg 
Lift the right right right right knee and hip up  
 
“Basic Bachata Step” –     (Left)(Left)(Left)(Left)    
Step with the left left left left leg 
Step with the right right right right leg 
Lift left left left left knee and hip up 
(Repeat 4 times) 
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9999    BACHATA 

“Bachata Grapevine” – (Right)Right)Right)Right) 
“Bachata Hips” –     (L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L)(L,R,L)    
    
“Bachata Grapevine” –     (Left)(Left)(Left)(Left)    
 “Bachata Hips” – (R,L,R) (R,L,R) (R,L,R) (R,L,R)     
 
(Repeat 4 times) 

10101010    
CHORUS 
(Modified) 

Turn to your leftleftleftleft    
2 Steps forward with the right right right right leg 
Rub the right right right right leg with the left left left left foot 
Step out with the left left left left leg 
Lift the right right right right knee up 
 

- Padebure (3 steps back, to switch sides)    
 

Turn to your rightrightrightright    
2 Steps forward with the    left left left left leg    
Rub the left left left left leg with the    right right right right foot 
Step out with the right right right right leg 
Lift the left left left left knee up 
 
(Repeat 4 times)    

11111111    INTRO 

    “Basic Bachata Step” – (Right) (Right) (Right) (Right)     
Step with the right right right right leg 
Step with the left left left left leg 
Lift the right right right right knee and hip up  
 
“Basic Bachata Step” –     (Left)(Left)(Left)(Left)    
Step with the left left left left leg 
Step with the right right right right leg 
Lift left left left left knee and hip up 
 
(Repeat 4 times, around the world) 

12121212    
CHORUS 
(Modified) 

Turn to your leftleftleftleft    
2 Steps forward with the right right right right leg 
Rub the right right right right leg with the left left left left foot 
Step out with the left left left left leg 
Lift the right right right right knee up 
 

- Padebure (3 steps back, to switch sides)    
 

Turn to your rightrightrightright    
2 Steps forward with the    left left left left leg    
Rub the left left left left leg with the    right right right right foot 
Step out with the right right right right leg 
Lift the left left left left knee up 
 
(Repeat)    



 


